FRIENDS OF OLIVER RACKHAM #14
UPDATES, UPCOMING EVENTS, RACKHAM RESEARCH
NEWS & STORIES, PAST EVENTS, and BOOKS
February 18, 2020

UPDATES
Publication of Oliver's book: The Ancient Woods of South East Wales
Once more, thanks to you, the Friends of Oliver Rackham and a number of other funders,
the Woodland Trust has almost completed its work to bring a second of Oliver’s
uncompleted books to publication. The first, Ancient Woods of the Helford River edited
by David Morfitt, was published by Little Toller Books in May 2019 (see below pp. 15,
17).
Oliver’s work on The Ancient Woods of South East Wales began in the 1980s and
continued up to 2013, by which time he had visited 70+ woods between the Wye Valley
and the Neath Valley, from the Vale of Glamorgan to the Black Mountains. He revisited
many of them, continuing to take extensive fieldnotes and drawing on many historic
records.

Left: Oliver near the beginning of his research on the Ancient Woods of south-east Wales at Coed Cefn y Crug, Cwm
Tyleri, an oakwood at 1697 ft, July 1983 (photo Peter Williams). Right: Oliver near the end of his research, counting
the rings of an ancient beech in Ebbw Vale, 2012 (photo Simon Leatherdale).

Paula Keen of the Woodland Trust has been working to complete the book with
input from David Morfitt, Simon Leatherdale, George Peterken, Susan Ranson, Jennifer
Moody and others in close cooperation with Corpus Christi College.
The book will be published by Little Toller this summer and launched at the next
Woodland Trust Oliver Rackham Memorial Event, probably on 16th June, at Wentwood,
near Abergavenny and Newport in south-east Wales (see below, p. 5).
If you would like to be kept informed of booking arrangements please contact
Maggie Elsey-Cox at MaggieElsey-Cox@woodlandtrust.org.uk.
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The Rackham Archive at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge
Dr Lucy Hughes, archivist and curator of the Rackham Archive at Corpus, writes that the
project to digitize Oliver’s notebooks and slide collection continues to move forward.
We extend our warmest thanks to the many anonymous sponsors and volunteers, and the
following for your generous support. Your contributions are making Oliver's unique
archive available to the world. Thank you so very much!
Henry Art
Louise Bacon
Antranig Basman
Michael Bourke
Indigo Buchanan
Jo Burgon
James Buxton
Andrew Clarke
Peter Cleary
Roger Clooney
Linda Dolata
Jane Francis

Harry Green
Peter Grubb
Michael Gwinnell
Graham Hughes
Neil Hunter
Rob Jarman
Camilla Lambrick
Simon Leatherdale
Rohan Lewis
Julian Mace
Andrew Mallinson
Melissa Moody

David Morfitt
Paul Norman
Rosie Peddles & MGSP*
Christopher Preston
Graham Shipley
Bruce Shortland
David Simmonds
Drs Ruth and Mike Smith
Alison Stacey
Denis Vickers
Peter & Elizabeth Warren

* MGSP - Mediterranean Garden Society Portugal

Notebooks
By the end of 2020, about 45% of Oliver’s notebooks will have been scanned. They will
include Oliver's very first red notebook written in 1950-1, when he was 11 years old, and
fieldnotes on Boxworth, the Bradfield Woods, Buff Wood, Chalkney Wood,
Cardiganshire, Epping Forest, Gamlingay, Hardwick Wood, Hatfield Forest, Hayley
Wood, Madingley Wood, Marks Hall, Staverton Park, Tiger Hill Wood, Helford River
(Cornwall), Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Scotland, Crete, Laconia, Mt Athos,
Sardinia, Portugal, Japan, Ethiopia, New England (USA), Oliver’s early visits to France,
Austria and Germany and many other places.
Uploading the scanned notebooks to the University of Cambridge’s Digital
Library is also progressing. This is a separate and meticulous job that requires indexing
the scanned notebooks. Twenty-two more notebooks are now available online, bringing
the total to 385. They can be viewed here: http://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections/rackham.
We are pleased to report that, according to the Digital Library, Oliver’s
notebooks have been accessed over 31,000 times in the last year!
If you would like to sponsor one or more notebooks, please contact Dr Lucy
Hughes lcb15@corpus.cam.ac.uk for details. It costs about £40–45 for each notebook to
be scanned, proofed, uploaded and hosted on the Cambridge Digital Library server. Your
sponsorship can be anonymous or acknowledged on the notebook page.
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Slides
The Rackham Slide Collection, also housed in the Rackham Archive at Corpus Christi
College, has been largely catalogued by region and year. The collection contains over
26,000 slides dating between 1965 and 2005. The majority are from Britain and Greece
(especially Crete), but there are significant collections from Japan, Australia, Tasmania,
USA (mainly Texas), Italy, France and other parts of Europe. (A preliminary catalog of
the slide boxes and sheets sorted by country was sent out with FOR#11. If you would
like a copy, please let me know.)
As with Oliver's notebooks, we are working to have the slides scanned and
eventually uploaded to the University of Cambridge’s Digital Library. It is a multi-step
process. First, we create a detailed list of the slides, transcribing Oliver’s important handwritten notations around their margins, which can sometimes be a challenge to interpret.
Then the sides are sent to be scanned. When they are returned, the scans are matched
back up with their notations, and eventually uploaded with their metadata and notes to
the University's Digital Library.
Roger Clooney kindly scanned slides from Hatfield Forest, Shropshire and
Worcestershire last year, and they will be in the first group to be uploaded. They should
be available for public access this month.
In 2019 Dr Lucy Hughes, Corpus’ archivist, worked with Indigo Buchanan, a
volunteer training as an archivist, to transcribe Oliver’s notations from slides from Wales,
Hatfield Forest and Hayley Wood. We now have a new volunteer, Alison Stacey, who
recently completed her archives training. Alison began in the autumn and has been
working on transcribing the annotations from Oliver’s slides of Hatfield Forest, Portugal,
and Majorca.
Oliver went digital in 2005. His digital images have not yet been cataloged but
are on a hard drive stored at the Rackham Archive. We would welcome a volunteer to
help archive this collection too. This could probably be done remotely.
If you are interested in contributing to scanning, cataloging or transcribing the
annotations on the Rackham slides, please contact Dr Lucy Hughes
lcb15@corpus.cam.ac.uk. It costs about £250 to scan 500 slides.

The Rackham Herbarium
Oliver’s herbarium collection, which he largely kept in his bedroom, is stored at the
Cambridge University Herbarium in his original handmade boxes. It contains 17,000+
items, mainly from Britain and Greece (especially Crete), but also significant samples
from Texas, Japan, and Australia.
So far, all items have been meticulously photographed but the cataloguing
remains unfinished. Progress has been temporarily put on hold as the Herbarium is
reorganized under its new curator, Dr. Lauren Gardiner.
We will let you know when there is more news.
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Oliver Rackham’s Carpentry Workshop Collection at
The Green Wood Centre
A reminder that the Small Woods Association (SWA) http://smallwoods.org.uk/greenwood-centre/introduction/ has taken possession of Oliver's eclectic collection mainly
from his home carpentry workshop. Saving this collection was largely the brainchild of
Valerie Cooper, supported by Guy Corbett-Marshall (Woodland Heritage) and
graciously taken on by Ian Baker (CEO of SWA).
The work being done to curate the collection at the Green Wood Centre, located
in Coalbrookdale near Telford (Shropshire), is largely voluntary and they would be
pleased to hear from anyone who might wish to get involved or support it in any way.
If you’d like more information about the Rackham collection at SWA, please send
an email to office@swa.org.uk.

UPCOMING EVENTS
APRIL 5–10, 2020 — THE FIELD COURSE ANCIENT WOODLANDS OF BRITAIN, which
Oliver Rackham taught for so many years, will again be offered by the Field
Studies Council (FSC) at Flatford Mills, and again be led by Gary Battell, Simon
Leatherdale and Jonathan Spencer! The course will run from 5–10 April and
should be of interest to woodland managers, foresters, contractors, historians,
biologists, and anyone concerned with the management and conservation of
woodlands or who has a general interest.
Illustrated lectures will be complemented by field excursions to ancient
woods in Suffolk, Essex (including Chalkney Wood where Oliver felled the last
Corsican Pine in 2011), Staverton (possibly the best medieval park in England),
and the Suffolk Records Office in Bury St. Edmunds.

Left: Oliver felling the last Corsican pine in Chalkney wood, 8 Dec 2011 (photo Save Our Woods Chalkney).
Right: The stump and trunk of the pine, 8 June 2015 (photo courtesy Jonathan Spencer).

Further details can be found here: Flatford ancient-woodlands-of-britain.
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JUNE 16, 2020 — WOODLAND TRUST OLIVER RACKHAM MEMORIAL EVENT 2020 AND
THE LAUNCH OF OLIVER'S BOOK THE ANCIENT WOODS OF SOUTH-EAST WALES.
We are pleased to announce the next Woodland Trust Oliver Rackham Memorial
Event. It will be held at Wentwood, near Abergavenny and Newport in south-east
Wales, probably on June 16th. We are still finalizing the event hence the slight
uncertainty about the date. There will be speakers, a light lunch, a guided walk
and the dedication of an ancient tree, the Curley Oak, in Oliver’s memory.
The event will celebrate the posthumous publication of Oliver's book The
Ancient Woods of South East Wales, which Paula Keen at the Woodland Trust
and her team have worked tirelessly, and mostly voluntarily, to finalize for the
last five years. The book is being published by Little Toller Books and should be
available this summer
.

Curley Oak, Wentwood, Sept. 2013
(photo Oliver Rackham).

Please contact Maggie ElseyCox at the Woodland Trust, if
you are interested more
details and/or booking a
space:
MaggieElseyCox@woodlandtrust.org.uk.

RACKHAM RESEARCH NEWS and STORIES
This section comprises short reports about research or other activity that carries on the
Rackham Tradition, or uses the Rackham Archive, the Rackham Herbarium, or other
Rackham legacy materials. Anecdotes and short stories about Oliver are also welcome.
Since there was only one newsletter in 2019, I also include the three contributions
that were in it, lest you missed them! If you would like to share a paragraph or two with
this List, please contact me hogwildjam@mac.com.
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In this issue, our first new contribution is by Melissa Moody, my sister, an
inspirational speaker and trauma therapist, and dear friend of Oliver's. She writes about
a table that Oliver made for her in his home carpentry workshop in 1997.
The second contribution is by Paul Holley who, inspired by Oliver, worked in
nature conservation and countryside management in Warwickshire, Lincolnshire, Jersey
and Norfolk. Now retired, he still retains his interest in woodland ecology and history
and an active involvement with wildlife conservation. He shares a story about visiting
Ryton Wood and Hanging Wood with Oliver in the early 1990s.

Oliver's Table
by Melissa Moody
Years ago, I was run over by a truck, suffering massive injuries, including a crushed face.
The resulting vision issues, including diplopia, along with chronic pain and weakness,
created great reading difficulty. And I loved to read. Avoidance of pain and disorientation
required books to be at precisely my eye level, angled perfectly. Holding even a page at
eye level caused significant discomfort in my arms and neck. I researched remedies with
my physical therapists and physicians, and did purchase a few gizmos, reading stands
and tables, but none met all my needs for comfortable reading.
At the time I was hurt, Oliver had been a family friend for many years, often
coming to Texas to work with Jenny or enjoy the holidays. When he visited after my
accident, he would take me on short walks, usually to go see my horses, gently holding
my arm to steady me. I do not remember complaining or talking to him about my reading
dilemma. Nevertheless he knew, and unbeknownst to me quietly and discreetly took it
upon himself to come up with a solution.

Left: Oliver out on an outdoor adventure with my granddaughter Zoe, wearing his black stetson, January 2009. Right:
Oliver greeting my horse Chili Pepper, Moody Ranch, 26 January 2014 (photos Melissa Moody).
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One December Oliver arrived with his distinctive suitcase in hand, a mane of
flowing white hair, and a beard that rivaled Father Christmas's. He emerged from customs
with his customary broad smile, but his eyes
were especially twinkling, and he seemed very
pleased. When we arrived at Hog Wild (Jenny’s
Texas home), he, bursting with delight, opened
his suitcase to show us what he had brought.
My untrained eye saw only carefully packed
pieces of wood, some painted red and some
green. Politely I smiled with appreciation for
what I knew not.
Then he assembled his gift. Skillfully, meticulously handcrafted, made only with
hand tools (many of which are now stored at The Green Wood Centre in Shropshire, see
p. 4), he had created a magical reading table for me, loosely based on medieval desktops
and the manuscript stands of Corpus Christi College’s Parker Library, a treasure trove he
loved. No power tools for Oliver! Mostly notched, glued, whittled and pegged (and a
very few screws), my reading stand not only elevated to whatever height I needed; the
platform also swiveled and angled. What a difference it has made in my life. It will
forever remain Oliver’s signature green and red. Renaissance man, artist, genius,
scientist, woodworker and friend. And what a heart.

Left: Note the little red side-table to hold a cup of tea or coffee well away from the book, lest the cup spill! Right:
Note the two wooden pegs to hold a book open, carefully attached to the stand with twine, so they would not
be lost (photos Melissa Moody).
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Left: Note the hinged arm and hand-chiseled slots for angling the book. Swiveling the book platform is accomplished
by loosening and tightening a wingnut under the slotted platform. Right: Detail of the pegged post for adjusting the
height of the book platform. Also, with the peg carefully attached to the stand with twine (photos Melissa Moody).

Encounters with Oliver in Ryton Wood and Hanging Wood,
Warwickshire
by Paul Holley
I met, and corresponded with, Oliver a few times over a more than thirty-year period
although unfortunately I never got to know him well. The last time I met Oliver was at a
well-attended conservation work party in Hayley Wood, Cambridgeshire back in 2012,
when, seated on a felled tree trunk, we had a long chat about various woodland topics
over our packed lunches. Later that afternoon, Oliver continued his coppicing using a
large axe, before leading a guided walk around the wood which will be forever associated
with him.
Another encounter I remember was back in early 1990 when I was working for
the Warwickshire Wildlife Trust (WWT). I had helped David Morfitt to organise a
weekend visit for Oliver to explore some Warwickshire Wildlife Trust and other local
woodlands, and also to give a public talk and a 'seminar' for Trust volunteers and other
folk involved with woodland management (the word 'seminar' is in inverted commas
because, at the time, Oliver said he was not keen on the term, so we simply settled for
the word 'session' instead).
The priority woodland site for us to visit was Ryton Wood, a large and beautiful
ancient woodland just to the south-east of Coventry WildlifeTrust Warwickshire Ryton
Wood. With hindsight, we had tried to cram far too much into Oliver's weekend, so we
only had a limited amount of time at each site. Because of this, we had prepared a short
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crib sheet of information on each wood for Oliver and one of our party, in the case of
Ryton Wood me, gave a short verbal introduction to the site. As soon as we arrived at
Ryton, Oliver began looking all around and scribbling away in his familiar red notebook.
At the same time, I was giving my introduction to the wood — not solely for Oliver's
benefit, as some of the other people in the party were not familiar with the wood. Oliver
occasionally muttered: 'Yes, yes', without seeming to pay any real attention to what I was
saying. I thought I might be distracting him from his observations, so I decided to shut
up. Immediately, Oliver turned to me and asked me to expand upon what I had thought
to have been a minor point about the wood I had made several minutes earlier — after
this length of time, I cannot remember exactly what the point was — and he asked me to
continue with my spiel. I was astonished that he had been able to concentrate on his
observations and note-taking, AND still process what I had been saying all at the same
time! After briefly exploring Ryton Wood, we all visited a local pub for lunch, and over
his pint and curry Oliver had further questions and points to raise from my talk at the
wood. As someone who sometimes finds it hard to concentrate on doing just one thing
at a time, I came away very impressed by Oliver's ability to process information which I
know others have also commented upon.
Another woodland we visited was Hanging Wood Our Warwickshire Hanging
Wood — named because it 'hangs' on the side of a steep slope, rather than for anything
more sinister! — where my work team had recently cut an experimental coppice plot. I
was getting some flak for it, as a friend of the owner and several senior WWT volunteers
thought that I had gone over the top and taken out too many standard trees, although the
owner herself, who was an extremely forthright and formidable elderly lady, had not
objected to the work. When we visited the wood with Oliver, some of the people who
had not been keen on the work were in tow and I made a point of asking Oliver what he
thought about our coppice plot. He stared at the plot very thoughtfully then said: 'Hmm...I
think you've left a few too many standards here....' You should have heard the silence
behind us! After that nobody had any further reservations about letting me and my team
loose in the Trust's woods.
I am pleased to add that Oliver's visit had a lasting positive impact on the way
WWT managed its ancient woodlands, which was exactly what David Morfitt, myself
and others involved with his visit had hoped and intended! Ryton Wood itself is just one
of a large complex of ancient woodlands in this part of Warwickshire — a county which
otherwise now has well below the average amount of ancient woodland in England. Since
Oliver's visit, WWT has expanded its holdings in the area by acquiring the nearby
Wappenbury and Bubbenhall Woods, which, like Ryton Wood, are now protected and
actively managed for conservation.

Recollections of Oliver
by Louise Bacon (FOR #13, Feb 2019)
Although I had read a couple of Oliver’s works in the late 1980s or early 1990s, whilst
still thinking I was going to fledge into a biochemist, the thought that I would spend time
looking at woodlands with him and give him lifts to sites was never in my mind.
Cut to 2002, the 40th Anniversary of the Cambridge Conservation Volunteers
(CCV). I had been a member since moving to Cambridge in 1990 and knew of Oliver's
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connections to the group. I do not recall now whether I had met him before then. It was
October, and a stormy day. We decided to go ahead with the CCV 40th anniversary in
Hayley Wood no matter what, as so many people had travelled so far. Oliver was there,
rushing round madly making notes in his little book, and gave a stirring speech to the
sizeable group of current and ex-CCV folk who had made it past fallen trees and against
the views of those weather warnings.
Somehow, we must have stayed vaguely in contact so when, in 2004, Vince Lea
and I became voluntary wardens of Hardwick Wood, 8 miles west of Cambridge, for the
Wildlife Trust, we were straight in touch with Oliver to get him on a walk round with us
to impart wisdom. Although much of what he said was, obviously, important and almost
certainly correct, I was not able to bring myself to disagree openly over the cause of the
small diamond marks on small elm trunks. Oliver was convinced, and informing proudly,
that they were made by sapsuckers, as he had seen similar holes in the US. We don’t,
however, have that sort of woodpecker here in the UK, and I think the marks are made
by beetles (but I don’t know for sure). But, mostly, we were in awe that we, as complete
amateur beginners in this woodland stuff, had Oliver’s time and knowledge to lead us on
in our woodland management.
How then could we resist, over the next couple of winters, bringing him out to
Hardwick Wood after felling of some of the mature oaks? They were “... planted in 1840,
after the Napoleonic wars”, asserted Oliver. Imagine his ecstatic delight when counting
rings in the cut timber, he came to 1838 for every single oak felled — living proof of the
documentation he had found! It was always a pleasure to trail around after him to listen
to whatever discovery was underway at that point in time.

Coppicing party in Hardwick Wood with Oliver Rackham, Chris Fletcher, Dave Cattermole, and other friends.
c. 2009 (photo Vince Lea).
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Around the same time, I developed an interest in lichens, and decided to set up
an informal local group studying these fascinating organism pairings. Whenever we were
in woods and Oliver was around, he would join us, sometimes being the suggester of
sites to visit. On one such trip, I collected him from home, and just happened to have a
vehicle with little fold-out trays on the back seats. In under half a mile Oliver had
converted the back of my car to a mobile office for the trip to Suffolk — notebooks,
reference maps and paperwork were everywhere — those fold-out trays making an
impromptu desk!
The last lichen group trip we made together, Oliver was collected by my lichen
colleague Mark Powell, to Madingley Wood, just west of Cambridge. On that occasion,
a few days before his death, I was able to show him a new thing. Brian Eversham, CEO
of the Wildlife Trust for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire & Northamptonshire, had
mentioned not long before a fly which caused distinctive udder-like growths or galls on
the edges of a particular genus of bracket fungi. During our lichen trip that February
Saturday to Madingley, I happened to find one and called Oliver over. He relished this
new species, colonizing in its own right, in his usual enthusiastic way. Little did we know
we wouldn’t take him on any more woodland excursions.
That last trip will stand among all of the others as part of the knowledge of East
Anglian woods I have gained either alongside Oliver, or as a result of his writings or his
verbal wisdom.

Bracket fungus (Ganoderma applanatum) galled by the Yellow Flat-footed Fly (Agathomyia wankowiczii).
Madingley Wood, 7 Feb 2015 (photo Oliver Rackham).
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A note on mosses, liverworts and Oliver Rackham
By Chris D. Preston & Mark O. Hill (FOR #13, Feb 2019)
Oliver did not have as detailed an interest in bryophytes as in fungi, but his herbarium
specimens include many bryophytes collected in his youth both in Cambridgeshire and
in central Europe. One such specimen, of Bryum capillare, was gathered from the
ironwork of Magdalene Bridge, Cambridge in January 1963, near the water level, when
the River Cam was frozen.
In his later years he maintained a strong interest in the bryophytes of Hayley
Wood, and it is this aspect of his work which we highlight in the newly published book
Cambridgeshire’s mosses and liverworts: a dynamic flora. In particular Oliver
safeguarded the liverwort Lejeunea cavifolia at its only site in the wood; on one occasion
we remember him producing a pot of paint from his rucksack and repainting a red ‘L’ on
the ash tree on which it grows.
In addition to scans of Oliver’s notebooks showing his bryophyte notes, the book
includes much information on the bryophyte flora of the ancient woods of the county,
including changes since 1950. https://www.naturebureau.co.uk/C2

Oliver Rackham on a bryophyte excursion of 14 November 2009, examining Lejeunea cavifolia on the coppice stool
on which it had been discovered 43 years earlier by Jeff Duckett (photo Prof J.G. Duckett).
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Oliver Rackham in Herefordshire and Liguria
by Charles Watkins (FOR #13, Feb 2019)
Oliver’s remarkable effectiveness as a commentator showed itself through his books, his
lectures and his fieldwork. The immediate impact of the publication in 1976 of Trees and
woodlands in the British Landscape was remarkable. It is difficult now, looking back
well over forty years, to realize how revolutionary his ideas were. I first came across the
book in a lively debate with the conservationist Guy Woodford when I was driving him
home after a forestry meeting through the Herefordshire countryside in 1976. Guy had
just read the book and was enthusing over the likely antiquity of many of the woods past
which we were driving. I was thinking of undertaking a PhD on woodland management
and history and had just finished my BSc Geography degree at Queen Mary College,
University of London. In that degree ‘historical geography’ and ‘ecology’ were treated
as distinct entities and Clifford Darby’s approach to woodland history was dominant. I
was suspicious about the idea that medieval maps could be related directly to individual
surviving ‘ancient’ woods. However, following the debate with Guy, I bought the book
and was immediately fascinated by the evidence presented for eastern England. I soon
became convinced of the value of thinking of history and ecology together when I was
able to relate ancient boundary banks and associated ancient woodland indicators such
as Paris quadrifolia and Sorbus torminalis growing in a Herefordshire wood I knew well.

Left: A recently shredded Quercus cerris tree at Teviggio, near Varese Ligure, August 1996. Right: Students
studying the impact of ‘galaverna’ at Valletti, near Varese Ligure, March 1996. (Photos Charles Watkins)
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Later I got to know Oliver reasonably well at conferences and meetings on
woodland and forest history. He gave several presentations at the University of
Nottingham and I attended his well-known field course at Flatford Mill in 1986. In 1996
he joined our annual University of Nottingham undergraduate field visit to the Alta Val
di Vara in Liguria, which included 30 undergraduate geographers and historians, the staff
including me and Ross Balzaretti from Nottingham, Diego Moreno and Roberta Cevasco
from Genoa and Don Sandro Lagomarsini from the local village of Cassego. We stayed
at the Albergo Amici in Varese Ligure and I was impressed, as were the students, when
on his arrival at the hotel Oliver pounced on a piece of firewood about to be placed on
the stove and identified it as a piece of recently sawn ancient silver fir beam. The origin
of the firewood in a demolished barn he soon pinpointed following a detailed discussion
with the hotelier. Oliver found the Apennine landscapes fascinating. There was much
evidence of shredding of oaks and he fully engaged with student projects such as one
examining the destructive effects of ‘galaverna’, the encasing of tree branches with thick
ice, on trees at Valletti. (see photographs)
The University of Nottingham Liguria field course lasts one week, with five full
days for fieldwork. Oliver made excellent use of the evidence he collected in those days
when writing some sections of The Nature of Mediterranean Europe. An Ecological
History (Grove and Rackham 2001). For example, he studied the effects of occupational
fires with Diego Moreno: customary but illegal fires had been lit during the night by
commoners to improve the quality of their pastureland. This provided Oliver with a
number of opportunities to observe the good and bad effects of fire on the vegetation and
soils and he provides a photograph in the book (p. 227) of local farmers burning chestnut
leaves to maintain pasture quality. During the field course, a local newspaper reported
that the Forest Service was hunting the mountains for the ‘pyromaniacs’, to which Oliver
joked – ‘in order to give them a medal?’ He also worked with Roberta Cevasco on a
profile sketch through terraces with pasture and chestnuts in the Valle Lagorara. We also
studied the Bertignana terraces at Varese which Oliver notes ‘are the earliest known to
us with a documented date’ (p. 110). Oliver was, as always, a lively and entertaining
companion on the field visit and his observations and ideas provided valuable evidence
for the students and staff who accompanied him.

PAST EVENTS
Friends of Oliver Rackham newsletters 2–13 cover events from February 2015– February
2019. Please contact me hogwildjam@mac.com, if you would like a back copy.
MAY 23–2 JUNE, 2019 — Hay Festival launch of Oliver’s book Ancient Woods of the
Helford River. The event, which was organized by the Woodland Trust (WT),
included a panel discussion about ‘Woodlands Past and Future Forests’ with
Natalie Buttriss (WT Director of Wales), Archie Miles, George Peterken and
Sandi Toksvig. This was followed by a private reception with speeches by Ruth
Hyde (WT Director of Brand and Communications) and George Peterken.
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OCTOBER 17, 2019 — A celebration tea for Oliver's 80th birthday and the publication of
his book The Ancient Woods of the Helford River, edited
by David Morfitt with contributions from Paula Keen
and Simon Leatherdale and a foreword by George
Peterken, was organized by Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge and The Woodland Trust. The tea was held
in the College's splendid dining hall overseen by
Oliver's portrait commemorating his legacy as Master; it is probably
the only portrait of a college Master doing fieldwork in the middle of a coppice
wood — something Oliver was particularly pleased about!
There were speeches by Prof Christopher Kelly, current Master of Corpus
Christi College, Darren Moorcroft, newly appointed CEO of the Woodland Trust,
Paula Keen of the Woodland Trust and Dr David Morfitt.

A tasty array of cakes, cookies and sandwiches the College provided, with (left to right) Prof Peter Grubb,
Dr Rob Jarman, Susan Hay, Prof Christopher Kelly, Timothy Harvey-Samuel, Darren Moorcroft (photo Simon
Leatherdale).

Left: (clockwise from speaker) Dr David Morfitt, Darren Moorcroft, Paula Keen, Gary Battell and Dr Keith
Kirby. Right: (clockwise from speaker) Paula Keen, Gary Battell, Dr Keith Kirby, Dr Robyn Veal, Daisy Joy, Dr
Lucy Hughes, Susan Hay, Dr Philip Oswald, Dr. Edmund Tanner, Prof Peter Grubb, Timothy Harvey-Samuel,
Prof Christopher Kelly, Susan Ranson (photos Simon Leatherdale).
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Upcoming BOOKS
SUMMER 2020 — The Ancient Woods of South East Wales by
Oliver Rackham, edited by Paula Keen with
contributions from David Morfitt, George Peterken,
and Simon Leatherdale. Little Toller Books, Toller
Fratrum, Dorset.
https://www.littletoller.co.uk/about-us/
Cover painting 'Welsh hazel moss' (© Kurt Jackson)

EARLY 2021 — Countryside History: The Legacy of Oliver Rackham, edited by Ian
D. Rotherham and Jennifer Moody, to be published by Pelagic Publishing.
This long-awaited book is in honor of Oliver’s memory and has chapters
written by around thirty leading landscape and countryside historians from
around the world and a foreword by Professor Peter Grubb.
The book will be richly illustrated in full color and published by Pelagic
Publishing early in 2021.

Left: Oliver with Prof Charles Watkins at a conference held at the University of Nottingham in 1996 to
celebrate the 20th anniversary of Trees and Woodland (photo Melvyn Jones). Right: Oliver Rackham
at Flatford Mill (photo Jon Heuch).

The invited contributors include: Professor Tom Williamson, Dr Peter
Szabo, Professor Richard Hoffmann, Professor Melvyn Jones, Professor
Charles Watkins, Professor Diego Moreno, Dr Roberta Cevasco, Dr Kalliopi
Stara, Dr Rigas Tsiakiris, Professor J. Donald Hughes, Professor Gloria
Pungetti, Dr Elisabeth Johann, Dr Tomasz Samojlik, Dr Frans Vera, Dr David
Morfitt, Dr Keith Kirby, Professor Adrian Newton, Dr Della Hooke, Professor
George Peterken, Dr Suzi Richer, Professor Paul Adam, Dr Katsue Fukamachi,
Professor Tohru Nakashizuka, Tomohiko Kamitani, and Professor Henry Art.
If you would like more details please email Jennifer hogwildjam@mac.com
or Ian I.D.Rotherham@shu.ac.uk.
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Previous BOOKS linked to Oliver Rackham 2015—2019
Rackham, Oliver. 2019. The Ancient Woods of the Helford River. Edited by David
Morfitt with contributions from Paula Keen and Simon
Leatherdale, and a foreword by George Peterken. Little Toller
Books, Toller Fratrum, Dorset. Woods-of-the-Helford-River.
Cover painting ‘Oak and Hazel, Helford’ (© Kurt Jackson)

"The Helford River, Cornwall, is one of the very few places in England where
ancient woodland meets the sea. It also has a curious industrial and cultural
history. Describing the geology, history and flora of twenty-five individual
woods, the book explains how these special places have survived the centuries
and what the future may hold for them. With this posthumous publication, we
explore one of Oliver Rackham’s favorite places to carry out fieldwork in the
British Isles and celebrate his life and work."
We are pleased to report that this book is now in its second printing!

Alper Çolak, Simay Kirca & Ian Rotherham (eds.) 2018 Ancient woodlands and trees: A
guide for landscape planners and forest managers. IUFRO World Series Volume 37.
Vienna.
The book is dedicated to Oliver and includes a chapter by him, ‘The Archaeology of Trees, Woodland, and
Wood-Pasture’. Ancient-Woodlands-and-Trees-a-guide-for-landscape-planners-and-forest-managers.

Gloria Pungetti (ed.) 2017. Island Landscapes. An expression of European Culture.
Abingdon and New York: Routledge.
This book is dedicated to Oliver and includes three chapters by him: ‘Island landscape history: The Isles
of Scilly, UK’, ‘Saaremaa: tackling landscape history in Estonia’, and ‘Landscape history of Cyprus: a
preliminary report’. Island-Landscapes-an-Expression-of-European-Culture.

Margaret Atherden & Veronica Wallace (eds.) 2017. Yorkshire Woodlands. ISBN:9781-906604-62-2.
This is the proceedings of the PLACE conference held in Ilkley (North Yorkshire) April 2016 in Oliver’s
memory. It includes an obituary of Oliver and feature articles by Melvyn Jones ‘Walls, woodbanks and
worked trees’, Tim Laurie ‘Relict limewoods of the NE Pennine fringe’, Tom Lord ‘Wood pasture in Upper
Ribblesdale’, John Weir ‘Forests for the future’, and John Grimshaw ‘The Yorkshire Arboretum’. There
is also an account of a walk in Middleton Woods, Ilkley.
The publication costs £5.00 + £2.00 P & P (UK only). Copies are available from the editor. Please
write to the following address: Dr Margaret Atherden, PLACE Office, York St John University, Lord
Mayor's Walk, York YO31 7EX.

Garth Foster, David T Bilton & Brian Nelson (eds.) 2016. Atlas of the Predaceous Water
Beetles (Hydradephaga) of Britain and Ireland. Field Studies Council.
This book was co-dedicated to Oliver. Atlas-of-the-Predaceous-Water-Beetles-of-Britain-and-Ireland.

Derek Niemann. 2016. A Tale of Trees: the battle to save Britain’s ancient woodland,
Oxford: Short Books.
This book highlights Oliver’s and George Peterken’s roles in the salvation of Britain’s ancient woodlands.
Tale-of-Trees-Britains-Ancient-Woodland.
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Adrian Cooper (ed.) 2016. Arboreal: A Collection of New Woodland Writing.
Dorset: Little Toller Books.
This collection was inspired by and dedicated to Oliver. It consists of "new writing from woodlands across
the British Isles. In memory of the great historical ecologist, Oliver Rackham, the book gathers a variety
of voices – novelists, teachers, ecologists, poets, artists, architects and foresters – to explore why woods
still matter and mean so much". With artworks by James Ravilious, David Nash, Andy Goldsworthy, Ellie
Davies, etc. Arboreal.

Oliver Rackham (1939–2015) in Nature in Cambridgeshire. Special Issue. August 2016.
Nature in Cambridgeshire collected in a single volume all of Oliver's writings published in the journal: the
first in 1966, a report of the Hayley Wood Managing Committee, and the last in 2012, a book review of
Ancient Trees in the Landscape: Norfolk's arboreal heritage. In between are two obituaries (Oliver's and
David Coombe's) and eight articles on woods. If you are interested in buying a copy, please contact Mark
Hill by post at: Nature in Cambridgeshire, c/o Mark Hill, 11 Chaucer Road, Cambridge, CB2 7EB.

Mauro Agnoletti & F. Emanueli (eds.) 2016. Biocultural Diversity in Europe. Springer
Verlag.
The book is dedicated to Oliver. It is a selection of papers presented at a meeting held in the context of the
Joint Programme on the Links between Biological and Cultural Diversity (JP-BiCuD). BioculturalDiversity-in-Europe.

Nicola Gabellieri & Valentina Pescini (eds.) 2015. Biografia di un paesaggio rurale
Geografia, storia e archeologia ambientale per la riqualificazione di Case Lovara
(promontorio del Mesco – la Spezia). Sestri Levante: Oltre Edizione
This book is dedicated to Oliver. It is a collaboration with the Laboratorio di Archeologia e Storia
Ambientale (LASA), con il Seminario Permanente di Storia Locale (Università degli Studi di Genova) and
presents the detailed study of a historic landscape in Case Lovara. In addition to the editors, contributors
include Oliver's great friend Diego Moreno, along with Roberta Cevasco, Massimo Quaini, Carlo
Montanari, Alessandro Panetta and Mariangela Guido.
http://www.oltre.it/biblioteca/store/comersus_viewItem.asp?idProduct=3215.

Mauro Agnoletti & Ian Rotherham (eds.) 2015. Special Issue: Landscape and Biocultural
Diversity. Biodiversity and Conservation 24(13)
This special issue of the journal Biodiversity and Conservation was dedicated to Oliver Rackham.
https://link.springer.com/journal/10531/24/13/page/1.

Lutz Käppel L & Vasiliki Pothou (eds.) 2015. Human Development in Sacred
Landscapes: Between Ritual Tradition, Creativity and Emotionality, Göttingen.
This book is dedicated to Oliver. It is the proceedings from the conference Human Development in Sacred
Landscapes held in Delphi Greece in May 2011 and includes an article by Oliver, ‘Greek Landscapes:
Profane and Sacred’. Human-Development-in-Sacred-Landscapes.

Charles Watkins & Keith Kirby (eds.) 2015. Europe’s Changing Woods and Forests
The book is dedicated to Oliver. It is a follow-up to the proceedings from a conference held in 1996 that
marked the 20th anniversary of the original publication of Oliver’s Trees and Woodland in the British
Landscape in 1976. Europes-Changing-Woods-and-Forests.
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